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Abstract  
The development of the physis, evolutionary, cognitive and social sciences, systemic thought and experimental epistemology 
during the 19th century have outlined an itinerary which, through the cracks in the alleged necessity of “Cartesian” borders of 
science, have defined the horizon of complexity producing a change in the statute of epistemological sciences and in the use 
of new paradigms for sociological analysis. 
This paper analyzes the methodological development of social sciences in relation to a changed epistemological frame. In 
particular, it indicates the methodological proposal of Edgar Morin (1977; 1991), that overcomes the traditional logic scheme 
of analysis-synthesis, the disjointedness between separate and closed entities, the reduction of a simple element, to recognize 
the dynamic interaction properties between the elements of a set. According to the complexity method the social organization-
structure is analyzed as a complex dynamic system. 
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1. Introduction 
The epistemological statute of sciences has sensibly changed following the development of the theory of 
systems. The research line of the systemic approach answers: the need to overcome the traditional logic scheme 
of analysis-synthesis to reach a more synthetic analysis that is able to recognize the dynamic interaction 
properties between the elements of a system; the need to elaborate a method able to organize the scientific 
knowledge of wide and complex sets; the need to promote a unitarist language, able to support the integration of 
theoric and methodological models deriving from different subjects (Walliser, 1977). 
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The concept of system, already available in the functionalist and structuralism theories, is continually modified as 
it undergoes deep transformations following the development of the General Systems Theory (Bertalanffy von, 
1968; Rapoport, 1968) and the contribution of the biological theory of living systems (Miller, 1971; Atlan, 1972; 
1974), cybernetics (Wiener, 1948; Ashby, 1956), information theory (Goldman, 1953), theory of games and of 
decisions (Neumann von & Morgenstern, 1947), thermodynamics (Prigogine, 1968; Prigogine & Stengers, 1979), 
furthermore the theory of pragmatism of human communication (Bateson, 1972; Watzlawick et al., 1967). 
Morin’s idea develops through these different studies, according to which the concept of system can 
constitute a common paradigm to different sciences, both physical, mathematical, biological and social ones 
(Morin, 1982). 
 
2. The paradigm of complexity: society as a complex system 
The social system, according to Morin has, as a system, the characteristics of global unity, organization, 
emergency at different levels, inhibitions on the parts levels, complementariness, antagonism, complexity and, as 
a sociological reality, it presents characteristics that are original and unknown to any other system. 
The Morinian concept of systems is different from the majority of the definitions of systems, in which Morin 
laments the absence of the concept of complexity and the one of organization (Contini, 2006; Contini, Maturo, 
2008). Von Bertalanffy (1968) and, in general, the General Systems Theory, has the merit to: have given 
universality to the meaning of system; have considered it as a whole which cannot be reduced to its parts; have 
formulated the concept of an open system. Furthermore, in the General Systems Theory the idea of complex unit 
and the one of organization are not associated. Morin, instead of enclosing the idea of organization in the system 
or in the machine (cybernetics), allows, on the contrary the notion of system and machine to be drawn by the 
notion of organization. In other words, he keeps the systemic ideas (General Systems Theory) and cybernetic 
ones in their fecundity, but at the same time he refers them to a paradigm of complexity (Contini, Maturo, 2009; 
2011a).  
The ‘sources’ of Morin’s methodological thought are to be sought: in the principle of the order from noise by 
von Foerster; in the principle of ‘organized causality’ by Atlan (1972); in von Neumann’s theory of the 
‘automaton’; in Prigogine’s work. Morin was introduced to the notion of auto-organization thanks to Gunter, 
Maturana and Varela’s work. Continuous reference to Jacob (1970) and Monod (1970), even if the position of 
these authors has been overcome by Morin who, contrary to that of Monod which researches the principle of 
coherence of the living in the argumentation between invariance and disturbance, suggests a complex dialogic of 
organization and auto-organization. 
The system is presented in the Morinian conception as unitas multiplex or a complex organized unit, that 
involves organizational interrelations between elements/individuals, actions or other complex unities (Contini, 
Maturo, 2011b). Organization forms and transforms the system and implies its rules, its limitations and specific 
effects. The most evident effect is the creation of a global form that retroacts on the parts transforming them, that 
is to say the production of emerging quality, at a global level, and also at the parts level (Morin, 1977). Morin, in 
fact, reelaborates the principle of von Foerster (1960; Foerster & Zopf, 1962) - superadditiva composition rule -
he conceives the system as something more than its components considered in an isolated or added manner. 
Morin calls emergencies the qualities or characteristics of a system that present a novelty compared to the 
qualities or characteristics of the components considered isolated or disposed in a different manner in another 
kind of system. Emergency is a product of the organization that, although inseparable from the system as a 
whole, not only appears on a global level, but can appear at the level of the components. That is to say, there are 
systems in which the macro-emergency retroacts on the parts as micro-emergency. For example in human 
society, with the constitution of culture, the individuals develop their inclination to language, artisan, art; the 
richer individual qualities appear from the social system. 
If the complex unity, in the Morinian conception, is presented as a complex being where everything can be 
irreducible to the parts, in it, equally the parts are not reducible to the whole. This means that the whole is also 
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less than the sum of the parts, in the sense that every organizational relation carries out restrictions or limits on 
the elements/individuals or on the parts. In other words, every system, also the one that generates emergencies, 
produces limits on the parts, that allow the parts to lose precise qualities or properties or they inhibit them. In 
particular, at a human society level – that is to say at the level of individuals that have the possibility of choice, of 
decision and complex development – the problem of the limits is set in a tragic and ambivalent way, because  
they can be considered repressive and destructive for liberty. In every system therefore it is necessary to evaluate, 
according to Morin, not only the emergency earning, but also the loss following limitations, subjections and 
repressions.  
The social system is, according to the morinian conception, auto-eco-organizational, because its environment  
takes part in its organization. Auto-eco-organization implies permanent reorganization, because the organization 
must regenerate itself incessantly to make up for the the entropy growth aroused by its work. Thus, the 
organization of the auto-eco-organization system suggests the intervention in depth and in a multiform way of 
disorder. The originality of the social organization-structure consists, at the same time in its complexity, 
heterogeneous, neghentropy, singularity. You can say that the social system is neghentropic, that is to say that it 
can for same time reduce, renovate, “negate” the growth of entropy within the system, and you can say that this 
neghentropy is linked to a generative recursive device internal to the auto-organizing system. Human societies, in 
their permanent processes of disorganization/reorganization, integrate, “recover”, in one word socialize the 
disorder. 
2. The «method» of complex sociology 
Such complexity, according to Morin (1977), implies a principle and method revolution, implies a complexity 
paradigm and method. As the Cartesian method, the complexity of the method must take inspiration from a 
fundamental principle or paradigm. But the difference is in the paradigm. It is not about obeying to a principle 
that links science to logical simplification. On the contrary, it is about starting from a principle of complexity, to 
link what was disjointed, to doubly methodically the principle of the Cartesian method itself. That is to say, it is 
to doubt: the disjunction of the subject and the object; the simplification - that is the disjunction between separate 
and closed entities and the reduction of the complex to a simple element -; the method that separates, disjoints, 
reduces the unity, measures. 
Morin does not offer the method, but starts from the research of the method, the research of an adequate 
method to the complexity of the real. Such a method has been elaborated only through research and will never be 
a programme, that is to say a preset formula, but it will be a help for the strategy. The complexity method 
requires to think without enclosing concepts, to reset articulations between what has been disjointed, to make an 
effort to understand the complexity, to think singularly, with location, temporality and never forget the 
integrational totality (Morin, 1984).  
The principle and the method of complexity conceive the reciprocal implication between physics, biology and 
anthropo-sociology that assumes the shape of a ring, according to a circular relation: 
 
physics  biology  anthropo-sociology. 
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Such a relation means: that the human sciences postulate the natural sciences, which in turn, postulate human 
sciences; that the anthropo-social reality depends on physical reality, which depends on the anthropo-social 
reality and that, therefore, on these realities even if they must be analyzed as distinctive. Naturally Morin with 
this does not intend to reduce the anthropo-sociological to the biological or physical, but he suggests eradicating 
the anthropo-sociological in the biological and physical complexity, allowing originality of one compared to the 
others arise (Quattrocchi, 1982). 
2.1. The complex sociology 
Complex sociology is based on a multidimensional approach in sociology and conceives: the complexity of 
the society/culture/individual relation; the complexity of freedom/dependence; the relative possibility of 
individual freedom and freedom of thought. Such sociology is in contraposition to the sociologies that recur to 
the uni-linear scheme cause-effect and that are based on a deterministic and reductive ideal, that are able to 
consider the anthropo/social/cultural complexity and make the individual a deterministic machine regulated by 
that deterministic machine that is society. Morin’s complex sociology recognizes sociological situation 
determinism, but also the cultural ones - imprinting and normalization - but at the same time he considers it 
impossible - because of the cerebral, intellectual, cultural and social complexity - a mechanic determinism similar 
to the classic physics one. Thus, sociology considers it impossible to see in the individual as a simple machine 
whose outputs can be foreseen by the inputs. Determinism implies, according to Morin, an imaginary 
trivialization to the social-cultural-historical reality. To the determinist sociologies we oppose a liberal sociology 
that tolerates at the top of social determinism  decisive areas, he admits uncertainty, he recognizes a specificity of 
a spiritual sphere, takes into consideration its interactions with the material sphere. Furthermore not even this 
sociology conceives the complexity of the relation society/culture/individual. 
2.2. The « method» 
First of all, according to Morin, social complexity can be analyzed only by a complex sociology that requires: 
a complexity of method that is dialogic and recursive at the same time; a method that associates in a complex 
way - complementary/concurrent/opponent - the necessary instances together with the existence, the functioning 
and the development of an organized phenomenon, a method that conceives the relation between different 
elements of the system as a set of reciprocal relations; a method that considers circularity, in which every element 
conditions every other element and it is influenced by it too. This means that on the basis of such a method the 
products and the effects of a process are to be considered simultaneously as co-generators and co-causing of the 
process. Thus, the complex sociological method elaborated by Morin conceives circularly society as a product of 
interactions between individuals that create it and as a retro-agent on the individuals. At the same time, the 
complex sociological method considers the knowledge not only as a simple product, but as active in the 
permanent auto-production of society, that starts from the inter-cogitation among individuals, simultaneously it 
retroacts in a mega-competent way on the individuals. 
Secondly, the complex method analyzes the whole as included in a certain manner in the part that is included 
in the whole. That means that the complex method studies the organizational complexity of the whole and the 
organizational complexity of the parts. Society and culture are present as a whole, in the minds of single 
individuals, and this presence is more complex that in the physical hologram. In very complex societies, that 
contain social, political and cultural pluralism and antagonism, the antagonism can be faced within the same 
mind, in a way that in the individual’s mind the whole is present as complexity. 
Thirdly, the method of complex sociology considers society as: a macro-system that holds within itself sub-
systems relatively autonomous, one of which is formed by ideas and knowledge - noosphere; and also as auto-
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eco-organizing system, that is to say as a co-organizing system of the systems that it incorporates, each one of the 
incorporated systems carries within it hologramatically the presence of its content. 
2.3. The multidimensional approach  in sociology 
Morin’s sociology is a complex knowledge able to investigate the complexity that characterize the current 
period. The sociologic method is a method open to all methods. Bechelloni considers Morin one of the few 
contemporary sociologists that keeps open – next to the more theoric stream followed by Habermas and 
Luhmann (1984), Alexander and Giddens (1976), Touraine and Bourdieu – the perspective of an “including” 
sociology that does not deny the possibility of questioning the “whole”. Such a sociological path in Italy has been 
tackled, at least in part and even if with different intentions and results, by Francesco Alberoni and Franco 
Ferrarotti, among the academic sociologists, by Fabrizio Onofri and Giuseppe De Rita among the non academic 
sociologists.  
The multidimensional approach in Morin’s sociology - in opposition to a sociology of disciplinary 
specialization, of regularity and statistic instruments, dominant today - has been centred: 
- More on the phenomenon than on discipline;  
- More on the event than on the variable; 
- More on the crisis than on statistic regularity. 
On the empiric methodological level it tries to privilege: 
- observation; 
- intervention. 
3.3.1 The phenomenon 
The phenomenon adheres to the empiric reality and at the same time it recalls the theoric thought (Morin 
1984). The phenomenon is what is evident from the social reality as a datum (or group of data) relatively isolated 
and it does not start from the discipline, but from an empiric emergency as an event or a series of chained events. 
This means that the complex approach tries to individuate polycentrism, that is on one hand the concrete singular 
datum and on the other the theory. Therefore, the complex approach is differentiated from the categorizing 
approach that recurs a sector of the phenomenon and destroys the phenomenon that is at the same time 
geographical, historical, economical, sociological, psychological, etc. 
3.3.2 The event 
From a sociological point of view, the event is everything that is not included in a statistic regularity, it is the 
new information in the sense that information is the new element of a message. The event-information is de-
structured as a principle and in that sense information is what disturbs rationalizing systems. Hence, the same 
methodological aspect of the event as it generates one or more questions, lacerating the rationalizing structure. 
The phenomenon, therefore, according to Morin, has to be conceived first of all as an information that irrupts 
the social system and the mental one of the sociologist. The event-information allows to understand the nature of 
the structure and the functioning of the system, that is to say the regulating process of integration or the refusal of 
information, and also  the modifications that have taken place within and through the system. According to a 
biological analogy, it is possible to state the event as being the stress, a perturbation that frees processes of 
rebalancing in an organism. 
Therefore, it is not necessary to find only the balanced systems within the social reality, but it is necessary to 
consider the fact that this is made up by a permanent dialogic between the tendencies to the constitution of the 
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balanced systems and the unbalanced reverse trend. According to Morin the two extremities of methodological 
interest for any analysis of the event are:  
- The attention to modification and re-absorption caused by the event; 
- The attention to the release of other events, new processes, through the synchronization of joined 
dynamism collected together. 
In this way sociology is integrated in the evolution-involution process. Sociology goes towards history, to 
re-establish breakdowns, the events, the crisis within the sociological issue. Complex sociology analyzes the 
event, the crisis, rejected as irrational by the dominant sociology , that is irritated by structuralism.  
3.3.3 A clinical sociology 
Morin, in opposition to the sociological method that is orientated at liquidating, delimitating, emptying the 
event so to reach a formalized and mathematized reign of relations and structures, suggests a clinical sociology. 
Clinical sociology starts from the direct observation: of the accidental; of the extreme case, starting from the 
crisis; of what  resulted as weightless or statistically minority; of what disrupted the structure or the system.  
All of this for the clinical sociology is extremely significant as revealing, accelerating, modifying. A sociology 
that does not base everything on statistic data or representative samples but analyzes the crisis. The morinian 
method (Morin, 1984) is in opposition to a mechanistic sociological method, that eliminates disruption and 
unbalance. 
The opposition between complex-clinical sociology and mechanistic sociology is extended to techniques and 
research methods. In the complex sociology the questionnaire for the sample can be only a way to test certain 
superficial levels. Complex sociology uses live investigation, observation, participation-intervention. A clinical 
sociology reconsiders the relation between the subject (researcher) and the subject-object (of the research) and 
rediscovers the problematic of indissolubility and reciprocal contamination of the subject-object pair. 
3.3.4 Observation and intervention 
The presence of the investigator-researcher in the studied event-phenomenon sets the problem of using the 
given possibilities with the presence of the investigator in the process (Contini, Maturo, 2010; 2011c; 2011d). 
First of all, the full use of observation is necessary, not only using all the recording techniques (tape recorder, 
video cameras), but multiplying the observation points (team work) recurring to the personal sensibility of the 
researcher. Secondly, intervention is used, with the objective of causing social texts (not only opinions, but also 
behaviour) in the situation or in the process analyzed. Consequently, the on field investigation  needs auto-
correction and auto-regulation, initiative, flexibility, that can be accomplished not only detaching it from the 
picture of the planned managerial investigation, but also through the praxis of personal and group self-criticism, 
that is to say within the little conventional group work. 
3. Conclusions 
Through the biological complexity and the hyper complexity of the human phenomenon outlines a research 
model that is defined as epistemology of complexity. The basis of this epistemology must be a new logic, a 
complexity logic. The complexity logic cannot be researched in the ambit of rigid principles of classic logic, as 
required by von Neumann (1951) for the logic of the automaton auto-producer. According to Morin (1984) there 
is the necessity of a logic that does not deny classic logic in the context in which it operates, but that in the 
Hegelian sense of the term, it “overcomes”, that is to say it conserves it integrating it in a richer logic that is 
collocated in the complexity paradigm (Morin, 1991). 
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This means that it is necessary to overcome, inglobate, relativize the classic, deductive-identity making logic, 
in a complex thinking method, that is dialogic. Morin’s dialogic proposal does not constitutes a new logic, but a 
way of using logic thanks to a paradigm of complexity: every fragmented operation of the dialogic thought obeys 
to classic logic, but not its all over movement. Complexity of reality, to be conceived, obliges us to a thought that 
implies the use of contradictions and the recognition of uncertainty; in other words, it invites us to have a 
complex thought and to give light to a new generation of rational systems- new methods and a new paradigm- 
that necessarily will be open and complex. It is necessary to complexify, according to Morin, anthropo-social 
sciences because they can articulate one another and recognize the complex paradigmatic knot that binds the 
cerebral, psychic, cultural, social and noologic instances. 
Currently, according to Morin, we are in a moment when the complexity paradigm of conjunction/disjunction 
is not born, while the Cartesian paradigm of disjunction/reduction is not dead: the fall of the disjunction/reduction 
paradigm are multiplied on all fronts of scientific, empiric, theoric, logical knowledge, but the fossil paradigm 
continues not to fall; all over the one-dimensional visions are revealed to be mutilating, and wherever the 
mutilating visions start to reveal their manipulative and destructive effects on man, society, biosphere, but the 
awareness is still phenomenal, fragmentary, limited. 
According to Morin these are the first steps of paradigmatology. This means that it is necessary to found 
noology, complexify other social sciences so they can progress articulating together and allowing to conceive the 
paradigmatic knot. We are at the beginning in the constitution of a complexity paradigm, at the same time 
necessary to the constitution of paradigmatology, and it is about not the individual duty of a thinker, but the 
historic work of a convergence of thoughts (Morin, 1991). 
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